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ABSTRACT
Geometry mastery is a must for high school students, affected by several factors such as learning
approach (LA), gender, level of basic geometry competencies (BGC) and level of mathematical
self-efficacy (MSE) among others. The purpose of this study is to examine those factors that affect
the geometry problem solving (GPS) abilities of the students. This study involved 101 Indonesian
high school students. They were divided into two groups based on the implemented LA, namely
the investigative learning group and the direct instruction group. Data were collected through
three instrument types, namely test of BGC, GPS, and MSE. The MSE scale consists of two models
namely mathematics test-taking self-efficacy (MTSE) and mathematical skill self-efficacy (MSSE).
Data were analyzed using ANOVA techniques, path analysis, and error analysis. The path diagram
is MSE, which mediates the BGC effect on GPS. Data analysis results revealed that the level of BGC,
MTSE as well as interactions between LA and gender had a significant impact on the GPS capability
of students. In this case, the BGC of the students impacted their MSE and thus impaired their GPS
skills, which also moderated the gender and learning. There are phases in the process of solving
problems that tend to hamper student performance. The visualization process appears to be done
by female students, while male students make representations when they do. The researchers,
therefore, suggest further research related to gender-based LA study in the geometry curriculum
to improve the ability of the students.
Keywords: basic geometry competencies, gender, learning approach, mathematical self-efficacy

INTRODUCTION
Report of the International Student Assessment Program (PISA) study shows that Indonesian students’
geometry achievement is poor (OECD, 2013). This affects the attainment of geometry learning goals. In
practice, learning about geometry was given to students in Indonesia starting from primary school. However,
in the learning process, it seems only to meet the intended learning program according to the demands of the
curriculum. Moreover, geometry is part of mathematics instruction and not a distinct subject in Indonesia’s
education curriculum. Mastery of tiered and interrelated concepts is required in geometry learning. Learning
geometry at the high school level would require applying concepts taught at the prior educational level. This
is a challenge for students, for instance, the concept of geometry taught at the junior high school level is the
basic concept required to construct new schemes at a higher level.
There are several materials at the high school level which include the principle of geometry such as
trigonometry at the high school 1st year, geometry transformation at the high school 2nd year, and three
dimensions at the high school 3rd year. It highlights the fragmentation of ideas dependent upon the school
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level’s working time settings. However, there are some drawbacks to the learning context. The presented
material rarely includes the three-dimensional building function into the application of the trigonometric
learning concept. Furthermore, the concept learned in learning geometry transformation is about
transforming a geometric shape in the coordinate plane so its implementation relies on moving from a shape
to a shadow. This causes students’ difficulties in understanding the knowledge connection that is understood
to the concepts used to work on the problem, or students know the details and concepts to be used but lack to
connect the basic concepts of geometry with the concepts they have just studied (Alghadari & Herman, 2018).
This reflects the unsynchronization of various concepts that have been used. The concepts used are not
complementary to correctly deal with the problem. Furthermore, Rosilawati and Alghadari (2018) claimed
that errors may also occur when students are not referring to the concept of prerequisite geometry. Teachers
must be able to prepare the scattered information of the students in order to create nodes between concepts
in their cognitive schemes. This is significant because the learning condition has a strong influence on how
students perceive mathematical concepts interpreted (Rahayu & Alghadari, 2019; Setiadi, Suryadi &
Mulyana, 2017).
The element in three-dimensional geometry is a subset of field geometry. Understanding geometry as an
abstract representation of the concept is always related to visual form. Spatial context often includes in the
study of geometry. Learning plane geometry also requires a spatial understanding, and gender variables are
good predictors of spatial issues (Alghadari, 2016; Goos, Stillman, & Vale, 2017). Competent success is however
created because students have the requisite skills to succeed (Cetin, Erel, & Ozalp, 2018), and students ‘
knowledge and skills will not eventually succeed if they don’t have faith in themselves (Aurah, Cassady, &
McConnell, 2014). Self-confidence is the incentive to not give up quickly, to solve problems and to be
courageous when dealing with issues, while knowing the risks of difficulties (Skaalvik, Federici, & Klassen,
2015). Motivational indicators are components of self-efficacy (Zhang, 2017a). Therefore, GPS is influenced by
several factors both directly and indirectly.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Geometry Learning in Senior High School Context
Nowadays, technology has been frequently functioned in learning mathematics. Technology is undeniably
suggested to apply due to its easy and dynamic geometry image visualization, so that it provides geometry
familiarity for students. In the practice, technology functions only for some learning activity parts, for students
should apply geometry transformations to other media; media changing occurs, from screen technology to
paper. In addition to that, some studies from Alghadari and Herman (2018), and Rosilawati and Alghadari
(2018) reported that learning geometry either focuses on visualization and abstraction, or geometry problem
solving which effectuated by fallacy of basic concept understanding complexity, while the combination of
concept is mathematical principle to find solution. Nonetheless, some studies reports mentioned that gender
factor is a strong predictor in visual-spatial issue, in which man’s skill is a lot better compared to woman’s
(Buckley et al., 2019; Goos et al., 2017). A number of reasons of technology application in learning are
identified, and those have been highlighted by Hathaway and Norton (2018). First, in Mathematics education
program, effective technology application in class has not been taught, therefore ability and knowledge of
technology application are necessary. Second, class does not indicate readiness to use technology effectively
as a patron to learning. Third, most of research only portray the best strategies to apply technology; only a
few display evaluation process. Technology inarguably becomes relative to use in learning, but its specific
effects have not been revealed. Sinclair et al. (2016) affirmed that technology use in geometry learning is not
relevant as long as students’ evaluation system is not integrated in the tools. In Indonesia, technology is rarely
applied in geometry concept test.
Additionally, learning boundary is also a concern, why geometry learning has not been supported by
technology. In this case, educational facility remains the most decisive issue as its relation with teacher’s
professional and pedagogic competence in rural and urban areas (Ardika, Sitawati, & Suciani, 2013), for
instance, minimum facility for teaching and learning (Prawoto & Basuki, 2016); this study was conducted in
a remote area, a bit far from the capital city. Those mentioned reasons direct us to an assumption that it is
acceptable why direct learning dominates geometry learning in high school (Alghadari, Turmudi, & Herman,
2018). In general, such learning utilizes teacher’s potential and competence as the one and only information
source to transfer knowledge to all students in class. Substantially, direct learning only suits one particular
learning; it depends on students’ characteristics, and it still needs students’ prerequisite skill in the practice
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(Wieber et al., 2017). With this approach, students construct concept after teacher knowledge with their
different cognitive ability, which is based on thinking level and concept mastery. Recently, feature of effective
geometry learning is to push students to investigate, explore relation, and acknowledge varieties of category,
orientation, and size to provide geometric experience (Clements & Sarama, 2009). Such a learning process is
suitable with fallibly perspective, to re-invent mathematical ideas through knowledge construction taking
place in cognitive area (Ernest, 1991). By implementing such process, students are expected to have ability
and work consistency to solve any kinds of geometry problem. Sumarna, Wahyudin, and Herman (2017)
concluded this in their study that investigative learning promotes students’ ability to solve problems.

Geometry Thinking, Problem-Solving and Mathematical Self-Efficacy
Students’ learning objective of geometry concept is to equip them with ability to see benefit of geometry
concept and how the concept is implemented in line with context. The context here is interpreted as a situation
when solving problems give implication to acquire new knowledge. There is a binding definition and related
to new knowledge acquired, that not all questions are stated as problems, they are not something routine and
intellectual challenges (Dossey, 2017). This further means that the process shall engage thinking ability to
conceptualize a solution. In solving geometry problems, geometry thinking should be first operated even before
mathematical computation is applied. Geometry thinking is classified into some hierarchy levels, and those
levels are delineated as development level of geometry thinking according to Van Hiele’s theory. Those levels
are visualization (recognition), analysis, abstraction, deduction, rigor (Dindyal, 2015; Goos et al., 2017). Herbst
et al. (2017) have conveyed that one of thinking processes in geometry problem solving is interpreting 3D
shape representation. This process absolutely does not put geometry or mathematic concepts aside, and it
points out that interpreting shape involves concept realization, while concept realization, geometry fact or
arithmetic is processes to solve problems (Dindyal, 2015).
Definition of problem implicates directly to level of difficulty of something to achieve. To that end, there
are two things as a content domain to solve problems, they are dependability and stability; they are a part of
perseverance. Perseverance has correlation with confidence towards the ability to get the right answer
(Dossey, 2017), and this becomes one point of view of motivation aspect. Motive underpinning the two functions
is achievement, so that motivation walks in line with investigation and problem solving. In short, there is a
connection among problems, problem solving, investigation, and motivation aspect. There are some variables
in specific domain categories that included into motivation aspect, such as determination and risk-taking, in
which those aspects are a part of self-efficacy (Zhang, 2017a). On that ground, self-efficacy emerges as the
main motivation variable to predict effort, persistence, and perseverance performed to solve a task (Lishinski,
Yadav, Good, & Enbody, 2016; Silk & Parrott, 2014). This specific domain is one of the strongest predictors
and can be relied on for the success of problem solving (Aurah et al., 2014), and compared to other specific
domains, assessment of self-efficacy to solve problems is regarded more predictable by individual (Zhang,
2017a). Schunk and Dibenedetto (2016) added that one model related to problem solving is self-efficacy for
performance. In Collins, Usher, and Butz (2015), self-efficacy is viewed as a model of mathematics test-taking
self-efficacy. Likewise, self-efficacy is based on belief in self-competence, and such a model has been listed in
Street, Malmberg, and Stylianides (2017) which is then called mathematics skill self-efficacy.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY AND RESEARCH QUESTION
Regarding the objective of geometry learning in senior high school curriculum, and some related factors to
affect students’ geometry problem solving, such as: LA, gender, BGC and MSE, the present research aims at
analyzing those mentioned factors. To be more specific, the research is intent on answering these following
questions: (1) What factors do affect students in solving geometry problems?; (2) What process does prevent
students from solving the problems?

METHODOLOGY
Design and Participants
The present research analyzed factors affecting GPS, comprising of LA, gender, BGC, and MSE level, either
in partial or in a whole. The present research was designed by implementing two LA. These two LA were
intended for 2 groups from 101 participants. The samples were all students of XII grade of Senior High School
Academic Year 2018/2019 in a regency of Bangka Belitung province, Indonesia. The sample number was
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considered relatively big for a province with low population. The samples were divided into two. One group
learned geometry using investigative learning; this group consisted of 58 students, 33 male and 25 female
students. Another group learned geometry using direct learning, this group comprised of 43 students with 16
male and 27 female students. All samples listed were the respondents for the present research’s data source.

Learning Implementation
Investigative learning in the present research is the modification of a model designed by Yeo (2013, 2017).
The modification was performed as its design is a process of learning and solving arithmetic problems. For the
present research’s focus was geometry, some different processes in investigating were identified. Some steps
suggested by the theory were still adapted, for instance entry-attack-review-extension. However, the
modification was carried on the attack phase, implemented by the involvement of visualization, organization,
representation, and application process so that is producing a product of though. The process of organization
and visualization can both start and it is because of the solved geometry problem model. The four processes
were developed based on some models of geometry problem solving alternative referring to five levels of Van
Hiele theory and some literature review from Dindyal (2015) and Herbst et al. (2017). The students taught by
direct learning were treated by some processes which were dominated by the teacher based on the theory of
Arends (2015), they were establishing set, explanation or demonstration, guided practice, feedback, and
extended practice. The two approaches show different implementation since investigation learning is a
dominant model for students’ activity, while in direct learning, activity is given by facilitator. Even so,
principally, when students solve their problems, investigation process is involved.

Test Instrument
Quantitative data were collected from test of BGC, GPS and student MSE scale response. MSE scale was
completed by the students before they finished the problem of geometry. There were six questions of GPS test
developed based on aspect of Polya’s problem solving and Van Hiele’s geometry thinking. Afterwards, there
were 20 items of MSE scale, divided into two scale models, adapted from Silk and Parrott (2014), they were
10 items for mathematics test-taking self-efficacy (MTSE) scale and the rest was mathematics skill selfefficacy (MSSE) scale. MSE instrument was set in differential semantic with interval 0-10. MTSE scale was
generated by the involvement of item content in GPS test. The content was inserted regarding the students’
indicator to assign responses of their self-efficacy of being able to solve the problems. To determine the
responses, the students would not certainly discharge from their BGC role as a dimension to show that they
had capacity to solve the problem on the item content. On the other hand, BGC was enfolded in mastery
experience as a source of self-efficacy. For that reason, this study measured BGC due to its indirect role behind
self-efficacy. In this context, BGC was measured by three indicators of geometry basic competence, in
Mathematics curriculum standard for senior high school students. MTSE is different from MSSE scale in
terms of deep substance. The test item content being involved in the scale as the students’ indicator to
determine their belief to solve the problem based on their skill, would not be loaded in the test of GPS
measurement. Both MTSE and MSSE, based on their theory, are categorized into self-efficacy generated from
mastery experiences (Silk & Parrott, 2014).

Data Analysis
Having implemented the learning program, some instruments were given to the students to obtain
quantitative data. BGC test was administered to collect their score and then be analyzed to group the high,
middle and low achievers; those categorized into middle achievers had interval between the reduced average
and added by deviation standard. From the analysis of investigative learning, it was gained 12 students for
high achievers, 38 for middle achievers, and 8 for low achievers category. While for the students treated by
direct learning, it was found there were 10 higher achievers, 23 middle achievers, and 8 lower achievers. In
the next step, the students faced MSE and GPS test. MSE scale test was carried out earlier than the GPS test.
Here, different technique was applied, as MSE and its two models were only based on high and low category.
The categorization was set substantially that the high achievers got score above average. BGC had no middle
achiever category, as the number of students was not proportional when applying average score and deviation
standard in the categorization. The sample numbers did not meet the requirement to display three levels of
MSE levelling score. From the whole MSE score analysis, MTSE and MSEE, the average found was 94,422;
52,031 and 42,391. Therefore, the numbers of student in the high and low category in serial were 50 and 51,
48 and 53, 54 and 47 students. The functions of this categorization were to perform two-way data analysis of
variance and proceed to path analysis.
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RESULTS
The following is the descriptive statistics of data analysis result of BGC, MTSE, MSSE, MSE and GPS.
Table 1 displays the details of average and deviation standard.
Table 1. Students’ Achievement in Geometry Learning
LA
Gender
Categories
Data
Statistics
Investigative Direct
Male
Female
High
Medium
Mean
43.750
63.256
50.102
53.894
60.796
51.393
BGC
Stdev
24.514
31.199
28.840
29.453
27.981
28.418
Mean
49.786
55.058
55.749
48.527
65.737
MTSE
Stdev
22.327
17.074
22.347
17.744
16.120
Mean
42.151
42.716
45.656
39.315
49.132
MSSE
Stdev
21.872
13.103
20.903
15.655
17.807
Mean
91.937
97.774
101.405
87.843
116.378
MSE
Stdev
43.037
27.388
41.185
31.889
31.089
Mean
9.276
8.791
9.286
8.865
12.091
8.820
GPS
Stdev
3.883
3.214
3.862
4.068
4.242
3.462
The ideal score of BGC=100, MTSE=100, MSSE=100, MSE=200, and GPS=34

Low
43.611
31.286
39.617
15.156
34.648
16.424
72.897
29.267
6.222
2.625

Some points are highlighted based on Table 1. First, the mean of students’ GPS test in investigative
learning is higher than direct learning group’s score although another average score seemed to be lower.
Second, only BGC score average shows the female students achieve more than the male students do. This
means that the female students have much better ability to solve problems referring to mathematic education
curriculum standard. Third, each factor indicates no one includes in higher achievers with the average
achievement lower than middle or low category. Here, the researchers view that in whole, students’ BGC score
is no more than 64%, while the GPS score is no more than 36%. However, for the last score, it is considered
fine as PISA survey 2012 (OECD, 2013) reported that Indonesian students’ geometry achievement at age 15
is about 38.3%. By looking at the indicator, the researchers are convinced to analyze students’ geometry
achievement based on some factors, which are theoretically and empirically proven to give effect. The following
is data analysis result that is presented differently based on the main effect and interaction.
Table 2 quantitatively signifies that BGC, MSE and one model of MTSE and interaction between LA and
gender, affect students’ ability to solve geometry problems significantly. To justify the analysis, some relevant
studies are presented. Having knowledge and skill will not result in qualified problem solving once selfconfidence to utilize the resources does not exist (Aurah et al., 2014). Self-confidence can become motivation
to be determined and able to solve the problems faced, even to have courage for solving challenging mathematic
problems although the difficult risks are real (Skaalvik et al., 2015). The constructs are self-efficacy aspects
as specific domain of motivation (Zhang, 2017a). Notwithstanding, there is no self-efficacy to result in
competence unless students have required skill to succeed (Cetin et al., 2018). With this basis, the researchers
continued the effect analysis of BGC and two MSE models on GPS. Based on the interaction effect between
LA and gender, the analysis was applied considering the two moderators to their groups, by applying structure
model test of BGC to GPS score mediated by MTSE score and MSSE. The summary analysis is displayed
below.
Table 2. Main and Interaction Effect toward GPS
Main Effect
Adj.
Resources
F
Sig.
R Squared
BGC
14.150
0.000*
0.208
Gender
0.283
0.596
-0.007
LA
0.369
0.545
-0.006
MTSE
16.832
0.000*
0.137
MSSE
0.590
0.444
-0.004
MSE
10.123
0.002*
0.084
*Significant at level 0.05

Interaction Effect
Resources

F

Sig.

Gender & LA
Gender & BGC
Gender & MTSE
Gender & MSSE
Gender & MSE

13.144
0.889
0.427
0.252
0.602

0.000*
0.414
0.515
0.617
0.440

Adj.
R Squared
0.097
0.223
0.123
-0.020
0.071

Table 3 reveals that only for moderating variable male gender and instigative learning, BGC, MTSE and
MSSE completely give significant effect on GPS. Furthermore, all MSSE effect on GPS is identified as
negative, all effects of MTSE on GPS is significant, and only BGC effect (based on female gender) indicates
insignificant effect on GPS. From MSSE negative effect on GPS, the researchers assume that students’ GPS
http://www.iejme.com
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even predisposes MSSE. In this case, MTSE is the moderating key of motivation for student problem solving
performance. The analysis notes lead to a conclusion that students’ BGC has influenced self-efficacy for
performance, so that it further affects GPS ability, which is then manifested in the students’ certainty about
the problem solving accuracy. Additionally, gender and learning factor strengthen it. Still and all, the
researchers keep investigating why BGC does not infer significant effect on GPS based on female gender, so
the researchers obtain detail percentage of students’ tendency to solve problems regarding particular phase
during the process of solving the problems, as illustrated below.
Table 3. The Effect of BGC on GPS and the Moderating Variable
Effect
Moderating
Parameter
Variable
Direct Indirect
BGC→MTSE
0.389
BGC→MSSE
0.218
Male gender
BGC→GPS
0.050
0.035
MTSE→GPS
0.097
MSSE→GPS
-0.060
BGC→MTSE
0.220
BGC→MSSE
0.160
Female gender
BGC→GPS
0.035
0.017
MTSE→GPS
0.089
MSSE→GPS
-0.018
BGC→MTSE
0.470
BGC→MSSE
0.380
Investigative
BGC→GPS
0.067
0.039
Learning
MTSE→GPS
0.084
MSSE→GPS
-0.043
BGC→MTSE
0.026
BGC→MSSE
-0.042
Direct Learning
BGC→GPS
0.036
0.006
MTSE→GPS
0.128
MSSE→GPS
-0.075
*Significant at level 0.05

Total
0.389
0.218
0.085
0.097
-0.060
0.220
0.160
0.052
0.089
-0.018
0.470
0.380
0.106
0.084
-0.043
0.026
-0.042
0.042
0.130
-0.075

t-value

R-Square

3.547*
1.961*
2.526*
4.239*
-2.684*
2.768*
2.223*
1.821
2.934*
-0.548
4.513*
3.557*
3.223*
3.957*
-2.071*
0.304
-0.650
2.091*
4.093*
-1.822

0.210
0.076
0.480
0.130
0.090
0.260
0.270
0.180
0.470
0.002
0.010
0.380

In Figure 1, Inv-M signs the male students and Inv-F for the female students in investigative learning,
whereas Drc-M refers to the male students and DRc-F indicates the female students in direct learning. For
example, in investigative learning, serially 35,4% and 36,4% male students find difficulties in visualization
and representation in solving geometry problems. The percentage is obtained from the comparison between
the students who do mistakes and the student total numbers in the group, so the researchers propose that the
percentage represents obstacle tendency faced by the students while doing adjustment to solving process in
investigative learning (organization-visualization-representation-concept application). The solving process is
based on Zhang’s theory (Zhang, 2017b) that during direct learning implementation, class activity tends to be
teacher-centered so that in the present research context, students’ BGC should be optimally utilized when
they explore and solve the non-routine geometry problems. In other words, the students from direct learning
group also perform investigation although it is not their habit to be projected to work hard and survive.
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Trend percentage of student’s obstacles
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14.074
12.963
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Application

Figure 1. Trend percentage based on LA and gender
The figure unveils some information relating to an analysis in the previous part. First, the female students
have bigger chances to experience obstacles in the terms of organization and visualization compared to male
students. Two contexts for the further obstacles, representation and application, are the rest of the percentage
aside from those who answer true or do not provide answers. Second, the female students from direct learning
encounter more barriers in visualization compared to other students from investigative learning. Third, the
male students from investigative learning find difficulties in representation and visualization to solve
problems. Fourth, the male students from direct learning group are in difficulties of visualization and
representation.

DISCUSSION
Talking about learning on geometry concept, especially distance in three dimensions, will emerge different
perception and learning experience among people. As geometry orientation is visual-spatial, explicitly it has
burdened on strategy of abstract spatial reasoning by understanding problems and manipulating information
(Buckley, Seery, & Canty, 2019). Thus, solving geometry problems in its context required visualization-spatial
and spatial-transformation (Rosilawati & Alghadari, 2018), as the process of spatiality is implemented earlier
than mathematic ability (Alghadari, 2016). For the requirement mentioned above, it has been declared that
gender factor is a strong predictor in spatial issue due to some study reports underlining that man’s ability is
a lot better than woman’s (Buckley et al., 2019; Goos et al., 2017). Further, gender factor influences students’
self-efficacy (Schunk & Dibenedetto, 2016), and gender is a significant moderator to govern basic competence
on self-efficacy directing to mathematic achievement (Chang, 2015; Grigg, Perera, McIlveen, & Svetleff, 2018).
All factors listed above have been a part of the present research. Hereinafter, the fact speaks that based on
the average of achievement, there is score increase as the result of geometry competence and learning
approach. It is geometry basic and problem solving competence for each learning approach to place higher
position. The researchers denote that learning habit implemented in the approach is the reason.
During the implementation of direct learning, problem-solving process suiting the curriculum standard
tends to be taught to students, as the textbook usually contain questions to apply aspect of cognitive process
dimension. For that reason, in direct learning group, it is acceptable to see the female students’ competence
on geometry is much higher than the male students’ competence. The bigger female student number also
supports this different score. To explain this phenomenon, the researchers see the analysis result for trend
percentage of students’ obstacle, finding out that there is a much higher tendency of male students in
investigative learning to encounter obstacles in applying concept compared to female students (after
visualization and representation process). Moreover, the male student composition in the investigative
learning group is more than the female student number; it is vice versa in the direct learning group. This
result exhibits different view from the discussion of Alghadari and Herman’s study (2018) as the students do
not go through verbal and communication barriers in interpreting information, concept, and problems to
finish. Howbeit, in both groups, the female students specifically tend to find difficulties in visualization while
http://www.iejme.com
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the male students are interrupted by representation. Yet, as acknowledged by Buckley et al. (2019) and Goos,
et al. (2017), higher ability of male students is determined by trend percentage of student obstacles, as in
investigative learning, representation is applied after visualization.
Further, learning to enrich the effect of performance in mathematics with MSE is the main mediator factor
(Zhang, 2017a); gender also moderates the effect (Lishinski et al., 2016), the two seem to appear in late
teenager age (Huang, Zhang, & Hudson, 2018). To go further, self-efficacy is a mediator for mathematic
achievement (Grigg et al., 2018; Xu & Jang, 2017), and mediates students to solve problems (Bhowmick,
Young, Clark & Bhowmick, 2017). Seeing all the justifications, the result of this study clarifies that selfefficacy is a mediator factor, but the detail is only for performance-based self-efficacy, which is well-known by
mathematics test-taking self-efficacy. Such efficacy test even displays its effect on the inverse GPS. In
connection with that type, Cetin et al. (2018) corroborated there is a negative significant correlation between
self-efficacy and problem solving, and Lishinski et al. (2016) reported that there is reciprocal effect between
performance for mathematics and self-efficacy. Factually, it is right to say that being able to solve problems
shall influence student self-efficacy capacity. Accordingly, the reciprocal shows negative effect of mathematics
skill self-efficacy on geometry problem solving, so that theoretical aspect with the empirical basis contributes
to the present research accuracy.
In other studies, Aurah et al. (2014) have explicated that self-efficacy can be reckoned for problem solving
success. Silk and Parrott (2014) have published their findings that self-efficacy as a form of affective attitude,
has given independent contribution to problem solving. Those mentioned findings designate the effect of selfefficacy on problem solving, and in specific context of this present research, the finding denotes that
mathematics test-taking self-efficacy influences geometry problem solving. Still, the students’ low
achievement requires further need analysis, although indicators of PISA study result can analyze the
achievement. Practically, this is what occurs and has been a concern of the researchers during the
implementation process of LA. Student learning habit is the main reason. Again, one of the findings portrays
the students’ obstacles in visualization due to spatial element of geometry. Buckley et al. (2019) and Zhang
(2017b) have underlined that spatial barrier may prevent students from mastering mathematical concept in
which they have not acquired salient content to pass the standard of spatial ability. Such ability is pivotal
regarding working memory capacity and cognitive burden induced by the problems. In this case, visualization
plays a prominent role to explicate, analyze, and conclude geometric relation (Fan, Mailizar, Alafaleq, & Wang,
2018). The theory is the justification for the researchers’ assumption about why the female students are more
convenient to direct learning than investigative in learning geometry. Although each learning and gender
point out no significant difference and student learning obstacles, they do not against the statistical hypothesis
testing which declares there is an influence of interaction between learning and gender on students’ ability
achievement to solve geometry problems.
Nowaday, learning geometry has not really based technology applications to assist students in the process
of transferring or finding knowledge (Hathaway & Norton, 2018). Some educational studies also still leave
reports that the achievement of the geometry of one gender trait is more than another (Alghadari, 2016; Goos
et al., 2017). On the other hand, the skills to operate the functions of various technology applications must
also be mastered by teachers and students while the number of class meeting hours is not provided for this
purpose. Students are used to using technology in their lives and it seems they are also enthusiastic, but their
skills are not widely trained to solve academic-based problems. Then, in the context of learning only a few
schools learn to separate students by gender. However, the gender category in this study is only on the
masculine and feminine nature due to the small number of samples having the same characteristics in one
region so that it becomes a limitation of the study. Another limitation is that student BGA is only measured
based on students’ ability to apply the Pythagorean theorem to calculate geometry concepts in geometric
shapes while geometry concepts in problem solving also involve the concept of parallel lines and comparisons.
However, according to the results of this study and its contribution to science, by not involving the
technological function that the learning process is differentiated by gender in the education curriculum
becomes a recommendation for better student achievement in geometry classes. Furthermore, the learning
process of geometry or generally mathematics, how students and their conditions, learning does not release
the role of self-investigation in an effort to find knowledge and understand concepts. Therefore, the learning
process that accustoms students to investigate is a need at the organization, visualization, and representation
stages, as well as facilitating them to internalize mathematical concepts. Investigating and solving problems
are both aimed at gaining knowledge. In solving problems, students also involve their creativity. Creativity
quotient is a research base of Romey (1970) which prepares educators’ knowledge to use a curriculum designed
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to help students learn to find their own ways of formulating hypotheses and generalizations so that they will
complete each learning unit with sincere feelings because they have found or created ideas for themselves
alone. The research base is the beginning of investigative teaching.

CONCLUSION
The data analysis directs to a conclusion that BGC, MSE and one model of mathematic test-taking, and
interaction between gender and learning, have significantly predisposed geometry problem solving. Then,
either being moderated by learning or gender, there is a significant effect of BGC, MTSE and MSSE on
geometry problem solving. In this field, MTSE is a key mediator factor influencing geometry problem solving.
Nevertheless, MSSE sways negatively geometry problem solving. Thereupon, the students’ BGC affects MTSE
and GPS, which causes self-efficacy on the task they work on. Even so, some factors mentioned do not touch
geometry problem solving substantially. It occurs due to the students’ low achievement which produced by
visualization barrier, in which the female students face more difficulties than the male students do. The female
students from direct learning are categorized as the one who find the most visualization barrier. Some studies
report the students’ different ability seen from LA and gender. Students’ ability and accuracy to solve problems
have made an impact on their self-efficacy and geometry achievement. Hence, LA and gender are the factor
moderating students’ BGC and efficacy. Consequently, the present research recommends LA adjustment to
gender as the visualization process becomes the main obstacle preventing the students from geometry material
mastery.
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